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Executive Summary
Peace Dividend Trust (PDT) is a unique non-profit organization, dedicated to making peace and
humanitarian operations more effective and equitable so that they deliver cheaper, faster, smarter
missions – resulting in a stronger peace and a larger peace dividend. The Peace Dividend
Marketplace projects, designed to facilitate local procurement and increase market awareness, are
instrumental tools in achieving these objectives. PDT currently has marketplace projects in three
countries across the globe: Afghanistan, Haiti and Timor-Leste.
This report presents the findings of the Peace Dividend Marketplace Timor-Leste (PDM-TL)
impact assessment survey on micro matchmaking activities in the district of Lautem. Data was
collected for matches closed over $1,000 and analyzed as to the impact on job creation and the
local private sector (all monetary values are reported in US dollars). A total of 114 separate
transactions were analyzed, which were valued at a total of $251,885. These transactions range
across a total of five sectors. The three sectors with the highest dollar values are: Primary
Industry (Including Agriculture and Fisheries), Real Estate and Insurance, and Construction and
Heavy Equipment.

Key Findings of Lautem Impact Assessment Study
Total Number of Jobs Created
Male
Permanent
Skilled

94
91
18
48

Number of Individuals Matched to a Job
Opportunity

Female
Temporary
Unskilled

3
76
46
84

Number of Instances Funds Generated through Matchmaking were Spent on:
Education
48
Equipment
25
New Business Ventures
16
Personal Needs / Wants
166
Sectors with the Highest Value Transactions
Primary Industry (Including Agriculture and
Fisheries)
Real Estate and Insurance
Construction and Heavy Equipment

Total Value
$211,160
$25,560
$11,085

The report provides the context and methodology used for data gathering. The results indicate
that the PDM-TL project has promoted private sector development, created jobs, and stimulated
the economy at the district level and across the country.
The micro matchmaking impact assessment report series will conclude with an aggregate report
with analysis of PDM-TL results across the 9 districts where PDT has provided micro
matchmaking. Coinciding with this series will be an impact assessment study and report on the
Tender Distribution Service (TDS). TDS works with larger businesses that typically win larger
value
contracts
and
operates
primarily
in
Dili,
Timor-Leste’s
capital.
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1. Introduction
According to a World Bank report published in 2007, Timor-Leste’s formal economy created 400
jobs per year for approximately 20,000 school leavers.1 Two years later the country’s youth
unemployment rate (ages 15-29), particularly in the district centers, is cripplingly high. TimorLeste currently has an estimated unemployment rate of above 20% in rural areas, with the
unemployment rate as high as 43% in urban centers.2 Without specific programs targeted to
develop the private sector and create jobs, economic stagnation will continue to be a serious
problem for the country’s well being.
The work accomplished by Peace Dividend Trust (PDT) through its marketplace project is
aligned to address the disparity between the number of job seekers and the number of jobs
available. Peace Dividend Marketplace Timor-Leste (PDM-TL) is underpinned by the philosophy
that helping businesses win business helps establish a sustainable private sector. With a
sustainable private sector providing lasting job opportunities, progress towards a secure and
enduring peace can be solidified.
2. Micro Matchmaking Impact Assessment Overview
For over two years, Peace Dividend Trust has provided matchmaking services to micro
businesses in Timor-Leste, through its Peace Dividend Marketplace project. This service is
intended to fill the informational gap between those seeking to buy and those seeking to sell
goods and services and, by enhancing the flow of information between buyers and sellers, to
create opportunities for private sector growth and job creation.
Historically PDT has monitored the success of the program by tracking the total dollar value of
each transaction facilitated, as well as the total number of transactions. While this offers a useful
depiction of the monetary value provided by the service to Timorese businesses, it is by no means
a comprehensive measure of the service’s overall impact on the local economy. This is one of
several reports that will broaden PDT’s impact assessment by probing deeper into the benefits of
micro matchmaking on the business communities where it operates. For the purposes of this
report, micro matchmaking refers to all non Dili based matchmaking activities, or the linking of a
buyer to a supplier which facilitates a transaction where money is exchanged for goods or
services. This report on Lautem is one sample of the impact the program has had at the district
level. PDT has already published a report on the impact of matchmaking activities in Baucau3 and
will publish an aggregate report that synthesizes information from all nine micro matchmaking
districts.
Drawing on a tested survey used by the Peace Dividend Marketplace Afghanistan project to
measure job creation in Helmand province, Peace Dividend Marketplace Timor-Leste (PDM-TL)
developed a survey to assess the impact of its micro matchmaking program on job creation and
private sector growth. Appropriate modifications from the Afghanistan survey were made to
1The World Bank Group and the Asian Development Bank, in consultation with Development Partners, Economic and
Social Development Brief, August 2007, page 3.
2
Secretaria de Estado da FormaçãoProfissional e Emprego (SEFOPE), Timor-Leste National Youth Employment Action
Plan (NYEAP) 2009, 2009, page 4.
3
See http://www.peacedividendtrust.org/en/Baucau_Impact_Report.html
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adapt to micro level businesses as well as other conditions specific to Timor-Leste’s economic
environment.
A survey of this kind faces several challenges. First, due to the amount of time that has passed
between the completion of a match and the survey interview dates, the information gathered
reflects what the interviewee could remember at present, which may have changed slightly from
the past results. Second, the country’s lack of infrastructure (namely poor road conditions and
limited telecommunication reach) has made it difficult for surveyors to relocate and make contact
with suppliers living outside the district hubs.
Third, many of the suppliers involved in these matches are individual entrepreneurs, not
necessarily registered businesses, who have since changed their residence or phone numbers (a
number of individuals, particularly in the rural regions, had no phones to begin with). As such,
the PDT surveyors were unable to track down a portion of the intended interviewees and several
transactions that were initially targeted to be analyzed could not be evaluated. The success rates
of interviews vary from district to district. In Lautem, where most suppliers were spread across
the district, surveyors received feedback from 64% of the matches. Despite the challenges, the
information offers valuable insight into the impact of the business matchmaking program in
Timor-Leste, if viewed as a sample of the overall data.
The data provides largely unprecedented information outlining the types of business opportunities
that exist at the district level. The report looks past the monetary value of each match by
describing what type of matches were most prevalent, how many jobs have been matched or
created, and how the money earned from each match has been spent.
3. Micro Matchmaking
Peace Dividend Marketplace Timor-Leste began its micro matchmaking program in 2008 after
witnessing high demand for a service that would connect local supply to demand from
international actors working in Timor-Leste. Navigating the local marketplace in the country’s
rural districts can leave international institutions and individuals frustrated by the lack of up-todate market information and the idiosyncrasies of each area’s marketplace. The matchmaking
service is the missing link between district suppliers and potential buyers. The matchmaker’s
familiarity with the local market and understanding of both parties’ needs greatly facilitates local
purchasing in the districts. Local purchasing in turn generates several benefits for the district
economy.
The service has evolved since its inception as the needs and types of business transactions have
changed. One noticeable difference is that the matchmaking program now includes national
buyers, rather than just international institutions or personnel, in its list of clients. The 2006 crisis
had a devastating effect on the country, essentially destroying longstanding networks across
Timor-Leste. By connecting, or at times reconnecting, national buyers and national suppliers, the
matchmaking program is strengthening sustainable business relationships within Timor-Leste. In
Lautem in particular, a high number of transactions in Primary Industry (Including Agriculture
and Fisheries) occurred with national buyers. Recently, in the border districts a special focus has
been placed on cross border trade with the country’s largest trading partner, Indonesia.
Since its creation in 2008, the rural matchmaking program has directed just under $8 million to
locally owned businesses (all monetary values are reported in US dollars). Over 12,800 unique
business transactions have been facilitated to achieve this sum across 9 districts: Ainaro, Baucau,
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Bobonaro, Covalima, Lautem, Manatuto, Manufahi, Oecusse and Viqueque. Unfortunately, due
to funding constraints, PDM-TL suspended its matchmaking services in the districts of Baucau
and Manatuto at the end of September 2010. Services in Ainaro, Manufahi and Lautem were
suspended earlier in 2010. Unless further funding is secured, all matchmaking activities in the
districts will be closed down at the end of March 2011.
4. The Results
All data was gathered from matches closed over $1,000, as the PDM-TL team deemed this an
appropriate sum to expect tangible, measurable results.
The reports focus on the effects of the PDM-TL project on employment, as job creation is one of
PDT’s key objectives. As mentioned in the introduction, Timor-Leste’s employment rate is
estimated to be above 20% in rural areas, reaching as high as 43% in urban centers.4
In this report, employment created through PDM-TL facilitation is measured in two ways: 1) Jobs
created and 2) Jobs matched. The first reflects an instance in which a transaction has required, or
allowed, a business owner to hire additional labor, hence creating a job that did not exist before.
The second reflects an instance in which a project or an employer was seeking labor and the
matchmaker found a suitable candidate(s) to fill the position, hence matching a job seeker with a
job.
The report differentiates laborers in three ways. The first differentiation is by gender. The second
makes a distinction between skilled and unskilled workers. For the purposes of the survey, skilled
workers represent all laborers who had received education at, or above, the secondary level or had
received job-specific training. Unskilled workers represent all workers who had not completed
secondary education or received specialized training. The third differentiation breaks down the
duration of each labor contract to permanent and temporary. Permanent workers are expected to
stay at the job for over 6 months, while temporary workers are expected to complete their
contract prior or at the 6-month mark.
Although this impact assessment report focuses on the largest transactions, it is important to note
that the regions in which they take place are still relatively less developed compared to the
country’s capital, Dili. According to the International Labor Organization, “around 70% of the
population of Timor–Leste lives in the rural areas where the incidence of poverty is high as
compared to that in the urban centers. As a result, almost 90% of the poor are in rural areas and
poverty has become primarily a rural phenomenon.”5 When reviewing this information, it is
important to remember that every job matters and even small dollar amounts can go along way
into alleviating poverty and generating business.

4

Secretaria de Estado da FormaçãoProfissional e Emprego (SEFOPE), Timor-Leste National Youth Employment Action
Plan (NYEAP) 2009, 2009, page 4.
5
International Labour Organization, Timor-Leste: Decent Work Country Programme 2008-2013, June 2009, page 5.
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4.1 Laautem Districct Overview

Diistrict Breaakdown
Matchhmaking Datee Founded
Closinng Date
Reporrting Period
Dollaars Facilitated
Total Number of Transactions
T
C
Closed
Averaage Dollar Am
mount per Traansaction
Transsactions Coun
nted for Impacct Assessmennt
Numbber of Intervieews Conducteed
Valuee of Counted Transactions
T

March 2008
M
Juuly 2010
M
March
2008 – July
J
2010
$6638,419.10
7999
$7799.02
6
114
7
191
$2251,885

4.2 Tiimeline of Ma
atches Closedd over $1,000
Both the number and value off transactionss fluctuated between
b
the district’s thrree operationaal
years.. The highesst number annd value of matches
m
was closed in 20009, resultingg in $149,5991
facilittated through 71 matches. Only four matches
m
were closed
c
in 20008, resulting in
i a total valuue
of $19,560. (Six other
o
matchees eligible froom 2008 weere not intervviewed, and two
t
additionaal
matchhes were jobss matched, whhich is not inncluded in thiis portion of the
t data.) In 2010
2
activitiees
were on track to achieve resuults similar too the previouus year, but the district’s matchmakinng
prograam was closeed in July 2010. As a resultt, only 37 mattches were closed, worth $82,734.
$
Figuree 1: Value of Matches
M
per Yeear

$160,000
0.00

$149,5991.00

$140,000
0.00
$120,000
0.00
$100,000
0.00

$82,734.00

$80,000
0.00
$60,000
0.00
$40,000
0.00
$119,560.00
$20,000
0.00
$0
0.00
2008

6

20099

2010

114 matches
m
were surrveyed out of ann eligible 180.
A num
mber of transactions required muultiple surveys, as
a the matchmakkers sourced prooducts and servicces from multiplee
supplieers, who each utiilized the revenuue generated in different
d
ways. (O
On some occasioons, not all supppliers involved inn
a matchh could be interv
viewed.)
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4.3 Fiive Representted Sectors
PDM--TL categorizzes the typess of matches closed by seector. The prroject utilizess a total of 26
2
sectorrs to differenttiate businesss activity acrooss the counttry. The matcches closed inn Lautem werre
distribbuted across 5 of these sectors.
s
The sectors are as
a follows in order of vallue, highest to
t
lowesst: Primary Industry
I
(Inccluding Agricculture and Fisheries);
F
R
Real
Estate and
a
Insurancee;
Consttruction and Heavy
H
Equipm
ment; Autom
motive; and Heeavy Machineery/Equipmennt, Generatorrs,
A/C and
a Solar Pan
nels.
Figuree 2 presents the
t spread acrross sectors, the
t percentagees being derivved from the dollar value of
o
each match.
m
Figuree 2: Sectors off Matches above $1,000 in Laautem District

1%

1%
%
%
4%

Primary Industry
I
(Including
Agricultuure and Fisheriees)
10%
Automotiive

Constructtion and Heavyy
Equipmennt

84%

Heavy
Machinerry/Equipment, Gener
ators, A/C
C and Solar Pannels
Real Estaate and Insurannce

The majority
m
of matches
m
facilittated in Lauteem revolved around the district’s
d
robuust cattle trade.
Out of
o the 114 maatches accounnted for in thhis report, 101 matches weere in the Priimary Industrry
(Incluuding Agricullture and Fishheries) sector. Of these 101 matches, onnly 5 represented a producct
other than cattle.
The “karau”,
“
or co
ow, is not onlly an integrall part of Timoor-Leste’s ecoonomy, but also
a an integraal
part of
o the country
y’s culture. Caattle often funnction as a tyype of currenccy, changing hands in largge
quanttities to pay for events ranging from
m weddings to funerals. Although thhese types of
o
transaactions are co
ommon in Timor-Leste,
T
c
to the country’s
they do not necessarily contribute
econoomic develop
pment. Insteadd, the Lautem
m matchmakiing team foccused on cattlle transactionns
with several
s
buyerrs who act as middlemen by
b buying, trransporting annd then sellinng the cattle in
i
Dili. This
T form of trade is valuaable because it helps direcct money from
m the capital to areas of thhe
counttry that have far
f fewer incoome generatioon opportunitiies.
m
requested, the Lautem
L
matcchmaking team
m
To deeliver the quaantities of catttle that the middlemen
workeed with over 100 cattle supppliers. As a result,
r
the teaam spent far greater
g
time trraveling acrosss
the diistrict’s deteriiorated roads in search of cattle supplieers than their counterparts in some otheer
districcts.
© Peacce Dividend Trust 2011
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Apart from the high number of cattle matched, the district’s results are typical of matchmaking in
districts across the country. The construction and real estate sectors provided opportunities to
companies and landowners to increase profits and expand their businesses. Entrepreneurs renting
cars to an International Labor Organization (ILO) project accounted for the high valued
Automotive sector.

Sector Breakdown
Sector
Primary Industry (Including Agriculture
and Fisheries)
Real Estate and Insurance
Construction and Heavy Equipment
Automotive
Heavy Machinery/Equipment, Generators,
A/C and Solar Panels

Number of Matches
101

Value of Matches
$211,160

5
4
3
1

$25,560
$11,085
$2,880
$1,200

The spread of sectors for all matches, regardless of the value, follows the spread of sectors for
matches over $1,000 that were assessed for this report. Primary Industry (Including Agriculture
and Fisheries), with a total of 236 matches, accounts for $381,469 of all matchmaking
transactions in Lautem. Construction and Heavy Equipment follows in value with $159,400 worth
of transactions, but leads with the most transactions facilitated at 270 transactions. Real Estate
and Insurance was the third highest grossing sector, with $29,150 facilitated derived from 10
matches. Sixteen out of 26 other sectors were represented in the total spread of Lautem
matchmaking data.
4.4 Employment Landscape Prior to Matchmaking Involvement
Prior to the matchmaking transactions, the aggregate number of unique jobs among PDM-TL
supplier clients, including business owners, was 176. This means that of all the businesses in
Lautem for which PDM-TL facilitated matches over $1,000, there were 176 people employed or
active leading up to the matchmaker’s intervention. Of these 176 persons, 90% were male (159)
and 10% were female (17), and 17% of persons were classified as skilled labor (30) while 83%
were classified as unskilled labor (146).

© Peace Dividend Trust 2011
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Figuree 4: Number off Employed Persons in the Laautem Sample Prior
P
to Matchhmaking Involvvement
180
160

159
146

140
120
100
80
60
30

40
20

17

0
Male vs. Female

Skilled vs. Unskilled

4.5 Joobs Created
The funds
f
generated through matchmaking
m
activities vallued over $1,000 created 94
9 unique jobbs
that did
d not exist before
b
PDM-T
TL’s matchm
making interveention. This reepresents a tootal increase of
o
53% in
i the numberr of people em
mployed by thhe businessess surveyed forr this report. This particulaar
data was
w compiled
d from a survvey question that
t
asked em
mployers to sttate whether they
t
had to, or
o
were able to, hire additional laabor because of the new contract.
c
It is important to note howeveer
that not
n all jobs creeated were lonng term posittions. Particullarly in the aggricultural secctor, temporarry
laboreers were ofteen hired to heelp round up and transporrt the cattle. These laboreers worked foor
varyinng lengths of time dependiing on the quaantity of cattle sold and thee needs of theeir employerss.
m
and fem
male workers, between permanent
p
annd
Figuree 5 outliness the spread between male
tempoorary jobs, an
nd between skkilled and unskilled jobs. The
T number of women waas exceedinglly
low, with
w only 3 positions creatted filled by female
f
laboreers. This is likkely due to thhe nature of thhe
matchhes, revolving
g primarily around
a
typicaally male dom
minated induustries (the caattle trade annd
constrruction projeects). One wooman was hiired to help look
l
after a rental house, one hired in
i
regardds to a largee sale of coppra, or coconnut shells, and one was hired
h
in regarrds to a cattlle
transaaction. There were 18 perm
manent laboreers hired andd 76 temporarry laborers. Roughly
R
half of
o
the neew jobs were filled by skillled laborers and
a half by unnskilled laborrers.
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Figuree 5: Spread of Jobs
J
Created
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48
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46
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3

0
Male vs. Fem
male

Perm
manent vs. Tem
mporary

Skillled vs. Unskilleed

Jobs were
w
created in four of thhe five sectorrs representedd in this survvey. The Autoomotive sectoor
was thhe only secto
or in which no
n new jobs were
w
created as a result of
o PDT faciliitated matches.
Primaary Industry (Including Aggriculture and Fisheries) inttroduced 74 new
n jobs into the economyy.
Figuree 6 shows th
he dollar vallue of the foour sectors where
w
jobs weere created divided
d
by thhe
numbber of jobs created. This shows the aveerage amountt of money reequired per sector to creatte
one joob. The secto
or with the loowest cost too job creationn ratio is Heavy Machineery/Equipmennt,
Generrators, A/C and
a Solar Pannels, which inncludes homee essentials and
a furniture. One match is
repressented in thiss data, where two permaneent workers were
w
hired ressulting from an order of 30
3
tabless. It is important to note, however,
h
that these concluusions are drawn only from
m the PDM-T
TL
samplle data; capitaal required to create a job in
i each sectorr could be muuch higher or much lower in
i
practiice.
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Figuree 6: Average Cost
C to Create One
O Job per Seector

Primaryy Industry
(Includiing Agriculturee and
Fisheriees)
$1,966.15
$2,853.51

Construuction and Heavvy
Equipm
ment

Heavy
Machinnery/Equipmentt, Ge
neratorss, A/C and Solaar
Panels

$600.0
00

$2,2177.00

0

Real Esstate and Insuraance

4.6 Joobs Matched
The Lautem
L
match
hmaking team
m matched 844 job seekers to
t job opporttunities over the
t duration of
o
the prroject. These employmentt opportunitiees arose from 12 matches valued over $1,000 (whicch
are noot accounted for in the othher sections of
o this report). Seven out of
o 12 of thesee matches werre
in thee Construction
n and Renovaation sector, granting 70 job recipients short term, labor-intensiv
l
ve
work.. Apart from constructionn work, carpeentry enterprises in Lautem
m were the second
s
highest
recipiients of new laborers. A project manaager for a coonstruction project and seeveral securitty
guardds were also matched witth job opporttunities. Overall, this data indicates abundant
a
worrk
opporrtunities in co
onstruction annd manual labbor, yet few ellsewhere.
4.7 Trracking Incom
me Derived frrom Matchmaaking
Whilee the central discussion of the imppact assessm
ment interview
ws involved job creationn,
intervviewees weree also asked how they utilized
u
revennues generatted by the matches.
m
Most
particcipants were quite
q
candid in
i their respoonses, offering a better understanding of
o the depth of
o
impacct the matchm
making servicee has had, not only on the business ownners and the labor force, buut
on their families and
a communnities as well. The interviewees responnded on a match-by-matc
m
ch
basis, so if they haad received assistance
a
witth more than one match, they
t
answeredd this questioon
multipple times. Th
he majority of responses can be orgaanized into four
f
categories: Educationn,
Equippment, New Business
B
Venttures and Perssonal Needs/W
Wants. The fiirst three of thhese categoriees
repressent investmeent in either human or physical
p
capittal and are thhus contributting to furtheer
econoomic growth in
i the district.. Figure 7 shoows a spread of
o the data.
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Figuree 7: Reinvestment Spread
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V
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Educaation

Twennty five percen
nt of the supppliers intervieewed allocated a portion of the funds geenerated to thhe
educaation of theirr children. Many
M
of thesee instances consisted
c
of sending
s
a soon or daughteer
overseeas to attend university in either Europee or Indonesiaa. Others usedd the funds too send childreen
to prim
mary or secon
ndary school within the coountry.
Equippment

Twennty-five out of 191 supplieers intervieweed indicated that
t
they werre able to eithher upgrade or
o
purchhase equipment after receiving the maatch. Several of the guestthouse ownerrs intervieweed
explaiined that they
y purchased new
n
furnishinngs, and in a few instancees built new rooms, for thhe
housee. Suppliers in
n the cattle inndustry respoonded that theey constructeed holding areeas and fencees
for the livestock.
New Business
B
Venttures

The number
n
of sup
ppliers that innvested funds in a new bussiness was rellatively smalll, consisting of
o
only eight
e
percentt of the total respondents. Similar to other
o
districts,, the businessses were ofteen
small kiosks, whicch are family run shops thhat sell generaal food and beverage
b
prodducts and dailly
ment, have sinnce shut downn.
necessities. Severaal of these, duue to lack of reesources or poor managem
Personnal Needs/Waants

The majority
m
of th
he suppliers responded
r
thaat the funds generated
g
by the matches were used foor
personnal or family consumpttion. Similarr to the findings in Baaucau, successful matchees
(particcularly of catttle) enabled many ownerss to host a weedding or anoother celebrattory event thaat
wouldd not have beeen possible ottherwise.
© Peacce Dividend Trust 2011
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4.8 A Story from the Field
Cattle owners often cite several difficulties when trying to buy and sell their product. The most
common of these can be divided into two categories: transportation and access to market
information. The first can be difficult to arrange, as road conditions, proper vehicles (most cows
are loaded into the back of dump trucks), and weather can be significant obstacles. The other
issue, lack of market information, is what the PDM-TL matchmaking service aimed to address.
The Lautem matchmaking team found several entrepreneurs who were willing to brave these
obstacles and purchase cattle in large quantities. For Antonio da Costa Bareto from Lautem town,
the cattle trade has been a significant source of profit. In total, Mr. Bareto has bought over
$270,000 worth of cattle in the two years of the project’s operation, receiving matchmakers’
assistance with over 100 matches. After completing a transaction, Mr. Bareto organizes for the
cattle to be transported and sold in Dili.
With revenue generated from his success in the cattle industry, Mr. Bareto opened a small
business in August 2009 named Atis that manufactures concrete blocks. As the construction
industry in Lautem grows, his business expands. He currently lives in Lautem and is still active in
the cattle trade while he manages his new business.
5. Conclusion
The findings of this study provide a closer look at the impact of PDM-TL’s micro matchmaking
service. The district of Lautem, as shown through the data collected in 191 separate interviews,
has experienced job creation as well as investment in education and short and long term capital.
The micro matchmaking program remains one of Peace Dividend Marketplace’s most valuable
contributions to building the local economy. One of the reasons for its success is that it
concentrates on micro businesses, where even the smallest of matches can make a significant
difference, especially when the majority of people living in the districts survive on less than a
dollar a day.
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